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LANA dress, AVERY top, ELLEN shorts 



  

 RIANNE dress, AVERY top, ELLEN shorts, ERIKA jacket, SIMONE pants 

 

  



  

ERIKA jacket, MAXWELL coat, LANA dress 



  

IRINA jacket, LOTTIE dress 



  

ERIKA jacket, HELENA pans, AVERY top, MAXWELL coat 



  

FAITH blouse, NAOKO skirt, GABRIELA button-down shirt, BRIE pants, ALICE shirtdress 



  

GABRIELA button-down shirt, BRIE pants, ALICE shirtdress, JAMIE jumpsuit 



  

ALICE shirtdress, LUNA top, NATASHA skirt, LANA dress 



  

CAROLE jacket, RIANNE dress, LANA dress 



  

GRACE dress, CAROLE jacket, RIANNE dress, LANA dress 



  

BIRGIT blouse, HELENA pants, RIANNE dress 



  

CANDICE coat, HELENA pants 



  

ERIKA jacket, NAOKO skirt, TATI dress, OPHELIE top, ELLEN shorts 



  

FRANKIE jumpsuit, ERIN jacket, ANJA skirt, LUNA top 



  

ERIN jacket, ERIKA jacket, ELLEN shorts 



 

  

ERIKA jacket, ELLEN shorts, LOTTIE dress, LUNA top, GIULIA pants 



  

ERIKA jacket, NAOKO skirt, LUNA top, GIULIA pants, CATHERINE coat 



  

VERONIKA dress, ISABELLA top, NATASHA skirt, CHRISSY dress 



  

JESSICA dress, EVA dress, ROMY hoodie jacket 



  

EVA dress, ROMY hoodie jacket, SUVI skirt, LUNA blouse, HELENA pants, NICKY top 



  

EVA dress, LUNA blouse, BIANCA pants, ELLE jumpsuit 

 



  

FAITH top, GIULIA pants, LINDA jumpsuit 



 

ABOUT CANDIDZ  

CanDidz brings together chic, feminine dressing and street -style edge 

to create easy pieces for everyday wear.   

Launched in 2018, created by Italian designer whose creative pedigree 

includes Blumarine, Marni, Etro, as well as many US well-known 

brands, CanDidz’ unique blend of stylish street style and feminine 

chic, and just the right touch of irony, have garnered the attention of 

top retailers around US and fashion influencers, right from the start.  

CanDidz is committed to providing the best value at the highest quality 

possible – its  exacting attention detail is evident in the superior 

quality fabrics, detailed construction, and beautifully finished 

garments.   

CanDidz was created for fearless women with fierce style, who CAN 

do and wear anything… 

 
 
For pricing and distribution/stockist information, contact 
emblem@emblemshowroom.com or call 310.420.0125 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALICE Shirtdress 


